THE SCHOOL UNIFORM IS COMPULSORY FOR ALL STUDENTS, EXCEPT LITTLE GEORGIES WHICH DOES NOT REQUIRE A FORMAL UNIFORM. THIS INFORMATION IS ALSO INCLUDED ON THE WEBSITE.

http://www.gmas.wa.edu.au/Our_school/uniform_shop.html

PARENTS MAY PURCHASE ALL UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS (EXCEPT SHOES) FROM THE SCHOOL UNIFORM SHOP - SEE MAP INCLUDED ON PAGE 12. ALTERNATIVLEY ORDERS MAY BE EMAILED AND PICKED UP FROM STUDENT SERVICES THE NEXT WORKING DAY.
ITEMS ADDITIONAL TO THE UNIFORM

Some items are compulsory to the uniform and require purchasing through the uniform shop. These include: GMAS backpack and GMAS sports bag. There is a range of optional items that are not compulsory, also purchased through the uniform shop. These include: GMAS duffel bag, GMAS umbrella, GMAS pencil case, navy scarf with GMAS crest, GMAS house coloured hair bows, GMAS hair accessories.

UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHOOL FORMAL EVENTS

Kindergarten to Year 2 - Summer Uniform. Years 3 to 6 - Winter Uniform (boys to wear shorts and girls to wear top stripe socks NOT navy tights). Years 7 to 12 - Winter Uniform. Boys to wear ties, girls to wear navy ties. Details concerning uniform requirements will be communicated via the What’s On and Daily Notices. Note: Year 12 Valeté- students to wear full winter uniform.

SKIRT OR DRESS LENGTH

The SPECIFIED SKIRT or DRESS LENGTH is to be just on top of the knee i.e. must touch the floor when kneeling.

HAIR

Hair should be neat, clean and a natural colour. Hair which is shoulder length or longer must be tied up and off the face, this pertains to all students. All hair accessories must be navy blue and teal in winter or navy blue and dusky blue in summer. Hair accessories are available from the uniform shop. Boys should be clean shaven. No beards, extra large sideburns or moustaches are permitted and hair must be no shorter than a number 3 clip and no longer than collar length. Hair needs to be off the face.

JEWELLERY

All students may wear a watch. Girls can wear gold, silver or small coloured studs or plain silver or gold sleepers. Only one pair to be worn in the lobe of the ear. Boys to wear no jewellery at all.

MAKE-UP & NAIL POLISH

No nail polish or make-up to be worn, unless an exemption has been granted by the Head of Sub School.

YEAR 12 BLAZERS

Blazers are a compulsory uniform item for all Year 12 students and must be worn on a regular basis with specific emphasis on special events and assemblies. The leavers jacket is an optional accessory item and does not form part of the compulsory uniform. These can be worn by Year 12 students in term 2 and 3 only on Thursdays and Fridays. Special school occasions will override the wearing of leavers jackets and blazers will need to be worn.
LITTLE GEORGIES - YEAR 2

Summer Uniform

BOYS
GMAS HYBRID HAT
GMAS TEAL POLO SHIRT
GMAS NAVY SPORTS SHORTS
GMAS TOP STRIPE WHITE SOCKS
SPORT SHOES/
BLACK OR NAVY SANDALS

GIRLS
GMAS HYBRID HAT
GMAS TEAL POLO SHIRT
GMAS TARTAN SKORT
GMAS TOP STRIPE WHITE SOCKS
NAVY TIGHTS (optional)
SPORT SHOES/ BLACK OR NAVY
SANDALS

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: GMAS Backpack
OPTIONAL: Navy Blue & Teal Hair Accessories - GMAS Pencil Case - GMAS Excursion/Swim Bag - GMAS Sports Bag
Winter Uniform

**BOYS**
- GMAS Teal Polo Shirt
- GMAS Navy Sport Short
- GMAS Navy Tracksuit Top
- GMAS Navy Track Pant (optional)
- GMAS Top Stripe White Socks
- Sport Shoes

**GIRLS**
- GMAS Teal Polo Shirt
- GMAS Tartan Skort
- GMAS Navy Tracksuit Top
- GMAS Navy Tights (optional)
- GMAS Navy Track Pant (optional)
- GMAS Top Stripe White Socks
- Sport Shoes

**ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS:** GMAS Backpack

**OPTIONAL:** Navy Blue & Teal Hair Accessories - GMAS Pencil Case - GMAS Excursion/Swim Bag - GMAS Sports Bag
YEAR 3 - 6
Compulsory Summer Uniform Terms 1 & 4

BOYS
GMAS HYBRID HAT
GMAS WHITE COLLARED SHIRT
GMAS GREY ELASTIC SHORTS
GMAS NAVY JUMPER
GMAS TOP STRIPE WHITE SOCKS
BLACK LEATHER DRESS SHOES

GIRLS
GMAS HYBRID HAT
GMAS DRESS (KNEE LENGTH)
GMAS TOP STRIPE WHITE SOCKS
BLACK LEATHER DRESS SHOES
GMAS NAVY JUMPER

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: GMAS Backpack OPTIONAL: Navy Blue & Teal Hair Accessories
GMAS Pencil Case - GMAS Sports Bag - GMAS Excursion/Swim Bag
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Compulsory Winter Uniform Terms 2 & 3

BOYS
GMAS WHITE COLLARED SHIRT
GMAS NAVY JUMPER
GMAS NAVY TIGHTS or GMAS TOP STRIPE WHITE SOCKS
GMAS WHITE COLLARED SHIRT
GMAS GREY TROUSER (optional)
GMAS GREY ELASTIC SHORTS
GMAS TOP STRIPE WHITE SOCKS
BLACK LEATHER DRESS SHOES

GIRLS
GMAS WHITE BLOUSE
GMAS TARTAN SKIRT
GMAS NAVY JUMPER
GMAS JABOT
NAVY TIGHTS or GMAS TOP STRIPE WHITE SOCKS
GMAS Top Stripe Socks Compulsory for formal events
BLACK LEATHER DRESS SHOES

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: GMAS Backpack OPTIONAL: Navy Blue & Teal Hair Accessories
GMAS Pencil Case - GMAS Sports Bag - GMAS Excursion/Swim Bag
YEAR 7 - 12
Compulsory Summer Uniform Terms 1 & 4

**BOYS**
- GMAS HYBRID HAT/CAP
- GMAS WHITE COLLARED SHIRT
- GMAS GREY BELTED SHORTS
- GMAS BLACK BELT
- GMAS TOP STRIPE WHITE SOCKS
- BLACK LEATHER DRESS SHOES
- GMAS NAVY JUMPER

**GIRLS**
- GMAS HYBRID HAT/CAP
- GMAS DRESS (KNEE LENGTH)
- GMAS TOP STRIPE WHITE SOCKS
- BLACK LEATHER DRESS SHOES
- GMAS NAVY JUMPER

**ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS:** The GMAS Hybrid hat is strongly recommended.
GMAS Backpack - GMAS Sports Bag

**OPTIONAL:** Navy Blue & Dusky Blue Hair Accessories - GMAS Pencil Case
Compulsory Winter Uniform Terms 2 & 3

**BOYS**
- GMAS WHITE COLLARED SHIRT
- GMAS GREY TROUSER BELTED
- GMAS BLACK BELT
- GMAS NAVY BLAZER
- GMAS SECONDARY SCHOOL TIE
- GMAS NAVY JUMPER (Optional)
- GMAS TOP STRIPE WHITE SOCKS
- BLACK LEATHER DRESS SHOES

**GIRLS**
- GMAS WHITE BLOUSE
- GMAS TARTAN SKIRT (KNEE LENGTH)
- GMAS NAVY JUMPER (Optional)
- GMAS NAVY BLAZER
- GMAS SECONDARY SCHOOL TIE
- NAVY TIGHTS (Compulsory for formal events) OR THE GMAS TOP STRIPE
- WHITE SOCKS
- BLACK LEATHER DRESS SHOES

**ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS:** GMAS Backpack - GMAS Sports Bag

**OPTIONAL:** Navy Blue & Teal Hair Accessories - GMAS Pencil Case
SPORTS

House Polo Shirts

BUNKER HOUSE  EAGLE HOUSE  FLINDERS HOUSE

GEOGRAPHE HOUSE  HAMELIN HOUSE  MEELUP HOUSE

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: GMAS Backpack - GMAS Sports Bag
OPTIONAL: GMAS CAP (co-curricular activities only)
BOYS & GIRLS

GMAS House Polo Shirt


GMAS Microfibre Sports Jackets (Year 3 -12)
GMAS Track Pants (optional) (Year 3 -12)
GMAS Navy Sport Shorts
GMAS Top Stripe Sock
Athletics Shoes

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRINCIPAL

Our school has a very high expectation of dress standard as each and every time a member of the school community wears their uniform they represent the whole school community and as such need to wear it with care and pride.

All items of school uniform need to be in a good state of repair, pressed, fit properly and remain free of holes or tears and not be stretched, laddered or out of shape,

Black leather shoes are to be well polished and maintained.

We thank you in advance for your support of the school’s uniform policy and look forward to seeing the students well presented on a daily basis.

With good wishes,

Mr Ted Kosicki